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The dream started with Dutch and I being led up to a very large iron double door. 
The angel took us through it and as we entered this large room, we could see 
three doors down the left side. Each of these doors had combination lock on its 
(keypad). We approached the first door, which was cracked open, and we could 
see through the door. Dutch reached and open the first door so we could see 
inside. What we saw was unnerving. It was a dragon eating flesh out of a bowl 
that was in the shape of the United States. We could see that there were men in 
suits replenishing the bowl with flesh when the bowl would go near empty. As we 
stepped away from the doorway the door automatically reverted back to being 
“cracked open” when we found it. As we were led away from the door, I (Greg), 
reached to push the door closed but I could not move it. I could not close it. As 
the angel motioned us toward the next door he said to me, “you can’t close it with 
your hands!” 
 
We approached the second door, again, Dutch reached out and opened it. We 
could see that it was a movie theatre and there was a movie playing on the big 
screen. The movie was of famine, darkness, evil and communism. It was of war 
and all kinds of darkness with giants and what we knew to be fallen angels 
stirring evil. We could see one man sitting on the front row of the theatre right in 
the middle. In the dream we knew it was Nero. We could still see the movie. It 
was intensifying. We could see the over running of cities and homes and families 
being displaced. 
 
Again, as we stepped away from the doorway the door automatically reverted 
back to it just being cracked open. As we were led away from the door, I (Greg), 
reached again to push the door closed but I could not move it. As the angel 
motioned again to us to move toward the next door he said to me again, “you 
can’t close it with your hands!” 
The angel led us to the third door. We could hear a sound coming through the 
door as we approached it. This door was cracked like the others but just a little 
more open compared tenth first two doors. Dutch reached again and opened the 
door. As he did, the energy that was behind this door was powerful. It created a 
wind that pushed us back and at the same time was sucking us into the room. 
 
The angel of the Lord spoke and said, “this is the door to awakening and 
transformation of nations.” He said to Dutch, “these doors can’t be closed by the 
hands of the prophets. They must be closed my the decrees of the apostolic 
Ekklesia. These doors are upon the nation now.  



Close them and begin to speak forcefully to the first two doors.” 
Dutch then said, “MY CODE IS 22 22, AND WITH IT WE COMMAND THESE 
DOORS TO CLOSE AND I DEADBOLT THEM CLOSED FOR GOOD!” When 
Dutch declared this these doors slammed shut with a powerful slamming. When 
this happened an angel was placed at these two doors to make sure they stayed 
shut. 
 
Dutch then turned to the third door and declared, “AMERICA THIS IS YOUR 
DOOR. THIS DOOR IS THE DOOR OF YOUR PROMISE! I CALL YOU INTO 
YOUR PROMISED DAY OF REFRESHING, REMODELING AND PURPOSE! 
AMERICA THIS IS YOUR DOOR OF DESTINY. AWAKENING!” Dutch went on 
to declare, “THIS DOOR WILL REMAIN OPEN AND IT WILL BE THE OPENING 
OF THE NATION TO AWAKENING!” As Dutch finished declaring this, the Wind 
and the energy that was in this room sucked us through the doorway. For a brief 
moment we knew the nation was in the room of awakening! 
	


